A glossary typically provides a binding of terminology to concepts specific to a particular document or specialty. What would an aggregation of these concept descriptions reveal about how specialists in various fields use terminology? In particular would it help students and educators understand how terminology is used by specialists with whom they need to communicate? This paper provides a status report on an effort to find out. Starting with ISO/IEC 24765: Systems and software engineering vocabulary which aggregated the glossaries from 120 standards, we have created a database of 131 glossaries gathered from various sources. Though only 4% of terms have 3 or more concept descriptions, some have 10 or more. Initial analysis indicates that such a glossary can provide useful insights into potential areas of miscommunication. Simple exposure to the diversity of concepts associated with a given term will help sensitize people to the issues.
INTRODUCTION
Accurate human communication can be a problem in many contexts.
Who hasn't been frustrated by strong-willed participants dominating a meeting with a long, loud discussion that turns out to be "violent agreement" about a concept but a lack of agreement about terminology?
The lack of effective communication often comes from nuanced differences in the meaning assigned by the participants to a few terms or phrases. There is a fascinating chapter in A Framework for Understanding System Engineering [1] called "System engineers are from Mars, software engineers are from Venus". It starts with the following example:
"When told to 'secure' a building it has been related that,
• The Navy issues a purchase order for the building.
• The Air Force locks the doors and turns on the alarm system.
•
The Army evacuates the personnel, then locks the doors and turns on the alarm system.
The Marines assault the building using ground troops and air support, and then deploy squads in and around the building checking the credentials of all who aspire to enter the building. This example illustrates a subtle communications problem. When one hears unknown words, such as in a foreign language, the failure to communicate is obvious. However, when one hears words that sound correct in the context, the failure to communicate is not realized and sometimes produces serious consequences." [2] The chapter goes on to analyze the communication issues between Systems and Software Engineers in the context of origins and history. The goal is to help software and systems engineers communicate better. The final resolution is "Active listening is a well-established technique for bridging communications problems and sharing meaning." [3] One cannot help but agree with this statement. As educators, we need to sensitize our students to this issue so that they can participate in cross-disciplinary teams effectively. However, might we not provide some tools to help sensitize students to the issues and possibly provide some indication of where the miscommunication might occur?
Technical terminology is designed to help avoid communication problems; in fact there is an entire discipline devoted to terminology that attempts to accurately represent concepts with appropriate terminology [4] . The focus of Terminology as a discipline is given a concept -> associate an appropriate term (which can be a short phrase). This contrasts with dictionary building (Lexicography) which given a word -> analyzes word usage to create a definition. [5] 1 . Since specialized terminology is bound to concepts in the creation of a typical glossary, there might be a higher probability that the same concept is bound to multiple different terms, but even worse, the same term can be bound to two different concepts by different terminologists in different domains. This corresponds to equivalent descriptive prose being attached to different terms, and multiple descriptions associated with a single term. Tools to help in analysis of the first correspondence is a research project in natural language 1 Since Terminology management as a discipline creates concept descriptions and then binds them to terms, the term concept description will be used rather than the term definition which seems to imply the Lexicographical approach.
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IT professionals spend much of their time in a world with more potential communications problems than just those between Software and Systems engineers. IT people must deal with the business management context, the system and software engineering context, and the various user communities that are stakeholders in the systems and services. Each of these communities has their own conceptual context and associated terminology -terminology which is specialized to allow the individual community to communicate efficiently. What does this efficiency do to our ability to communicate across disciplines? Is it possible to provide IT people with the tools to analyze terminology of another discipline with which they need to communicate?
Our common experience demonstrates that there are communications issues. Popular humor successfully exploits these issues. Consider The IT Crowd, [6] this popular British sitcom is based on stereotypical behavior of IT departments. There is humor in miscommunication; however, it is not funny when a project fails because of a misunderstanding. Are there disciplines that will have particular difficulty communicating with each other? Is there a way to know ahead of time the conflicts that might arise in a particular meeting? One approach to find out is to create an aggregation of terms from multiple disciplines and analyze the resulting data. This paper presents an initial analysis of specialized terminology collected from various sources. Starting with ISO/IEC 24765: Systems and software engineering vocabulary [7] which aggregated the glossaries from 120 standards, we have created a database of 131 glossaries gathered from various sources. Initial analysis indicates that such a glossary can provide interesting insights into potential areas of miscommunication.
A GLOSSARY AGGREGATION PROTOTYPE
Many of us have participated in discussions that were resolved only after all of the participants agreed to a common vocabulary. That is, we had to agree to a "glossary of terms" in order to communicate. Teams always seem to develop a set of acronyms and terms specific to the team. Is there a way to know ahead of time where miscommunication is likely in order to accelerate the vocabulary normalization phase of teambuilding? As was noted in [2] , this problem has been recognized at the boundary of Systems and Software Engineering. As a result an aggregated glossary was created, ISO/IEC 24765. [7] There is also an associated web site, sevocab [8] . From the perspective of an IT educator this aggregation of glossaries from standards was incomplete. The term enterprise architecture returns 0 hits on a search of this glossary! However, the term system has 8 concept descriptions and the word system occurs 625 times in term phrases and descriptions. In reading the 8 concept descriptions I found several conflicts in term usage of different standards. The idea of this kind of utility was very intriguing; however, the user interface of sevocab [8] didn't provide the access I wanted. The only way to get a listing of the terms in the glossary was to download the entire ISO/IEC 24765 standard [7] . The search interface of sevocab is great for checking for a specific term, but the interface does not allow one to browse the terms and explore their relationships. I was curious whether one could use this data to flag potential areas of miscommunication. Thus began my personal glossary aggregation prototype.
Data Acquisition
The initial task was to download the text of ISO/IEC 24765 and parse it into a normalized form. The form chosen was an inmemory python 'dict' data structure. The initial approach has been to construct a custom parser in python to handle the idiosyncrasies of the individual glossaries. As with any ad-hoc parser, there were syntax issues. For example, an integer enclosed in parentheses indicates a concept description is starting. However, it sometimes means a reference to another description for the term in sevocab [8] . This was detected only after reading many terms, since 85% of the terms have a single concept description. This approached worked fine for initial exploration of the text. Python code is a very effective query language, but it isn't that useful if you don't know python or have access to the text. A more generally accessible approach was needed.
Web Access
After the initial analysis it was clear that comparing concept descriptions was a reasonable approach to sensitize one to potential miscommunication issues. When colleagues learned what I was doing, several asked for access to the data for their own research. Their first question was "what is the link?" It became very clear that web access was required for the work to be useful to anyone but the author and his students. We decided that we would use Django [9] to build a prototype web site.
Django's built-in data modeling and automatic object-relational mapping features make it a good choice for prototyping web displays of data objects. SQLite was chosen as the relational database technology since the dataset is relatively small and it is installed along with Django. The automatically generated Django admin site provided general access to the data. All that was required was to provide a script to load the data and to generate the UI. Django also makes it very simple to map customized URLs to page generation code.
User Interface
The first problem I encountered with the SEvocab interface was the inability to list the terms and browse their definitions. After implementing a simple list of terms where each term was a link to a URL that was displayed in an adjacent frame, we found that we needed additional meta-information to know which term to display. Single concept terms were not our first interest so we added an indicator of how many concepts were associated with the term. This was helpful, but paging through a list of 5500 names became tedious. We added additional sorts on the term list. Sorting high to low on the number of associated concepts associated is the most useful if one is searching for terms with potential misunderstanding. We are currently experimenting with the prototype, adding glossaries, and adding features as the needs emerge.
Lessons Learned
The first lesson that has emerged is that we need a more formal methodology for normalizing the data found in the glossaries. We also need to retain all of the information in the original glossary. Ad-hoc parsers written by multiple authors leads to inconsistency in the storage of concepts. Our initial work with SEvocab had concepts, notes, see also, and synonym fields associated with the terms. Using those as optional attributes in the database seemed like the obvious answer. However, other glossaries have had other annotation fields: scope notes, comments, alias, and some others. It is impractical to add an attribute every time a glossary includes another annotation.. Since the database was already defined, the individual doing the import is at liberty to bind these additional fields wherever they choose. Scope notes can be mapped to notes, but is an alias the same as a synonym? It also became apparent that the names applied to these extra attributes carried some semantics to the authors of the text. Notes and comments may not be the same abstract entity.
We also found that it is very inconvenient to keep track of parsers, especially when the tendency is to modify an existing parser to build the next one. Even with source code control, some way to bind parser code to versions of the imported glossary is necessary. We need to formalize this process.
Another problem is the ability to review the performance of a parser before the data from the glossary is imported into the database. It has become apparent to us that we should parse into a normalized text format and use a common import script to load the data into the database. This provides a human-readable audit on the parser and avoids bugs in the code that stores the data elements in the database. In some other projects, we have found that it is better to define an XML schema to store the normalized text. This allows a human audit of the normalized glossary and also allows analysis using an XML database tool to explore each glossary independently.
Finally, we can aggregate this data for research purposes; however, most glossaries are copyrighted. There is no problem as long as we use the tools for academic research against the imported text, since that is easily justified as fair use. However, in order to make the tools generally available, we must deal with the permission issues.
To summarize, the next generation of glossary aggregation tools will:
1. Provide a model for optional attributes that retains the naming from the original glossary.
2. Stores imported glossaries in a normalized XML format to provide a human readable audit and edit.
3. Use a common import script that accepts only the normalized XML format to load the persistent store behind the tools.
4. Display copyright information and respect all copyright laws.
ANALYSIS
As was described above, the initial site provides an alphabetical list of the terms; clicking on the term brings up all of the descriptions for that term. Since 85% of all of the terms have a single description, the most useful sort of the list of terms is in high to low order by number of descriptions as in Table 2 . There are currently 5545 terms aggregated from the 131 distinct glossaries. Table 1 lists the distribution of definitions associated with a term. Over 85% of the terms have only one concept description. However, 1.4% have 5 or more. These terms tend to be some of the most used and therefore more likely to be candidates for miscommunication. Table 2 lists the Top 10 terms for number of concept descriptions. Actually there are 11 since there is a 6 way tie for the last slot. Appendix A contains a list of all the terms that are described 5 or more ways. If our hypothesis holds, analysis of terms that are bound to multiple concepts with be the most confusing. Let us consider the term constraint. In the current data set, this term is the most described, with 14 associated concepts. The system engineering concepts (1) (2) and (3) use the terms limitation, restriction, and statement; these are more intuitive meanings. Concept description (7) is more information management oriented. (4) and (5) indicate that a constraint is a rule; these both come from a conceptual modeling context. (11) comes from the Project Management Body of Knowledge and provides a very formal notion of constraints on an overall project. It is clear that this term, used in a multidisciplinary context, could be misunderstood by some parties trained to use the term in a specialized way.
Simply displaying this list of alternative concepts associated with the term could sensitize the participants to potential misunderstandings. We have tried this approach informally and it does seem to smooth the initial process of building a common base of communication.
SUMMARY
In this paper we have reported our experience with aggregating some publicly available glossaries and using the resulting aggregated glossary to look for potential miscommunication issues by comparing the different meanings associated with the terms. We described the prototype tool set and indicated the weaknesses of the implementation. We provided a descriptive analysis of the current database consisting of over 5500 terms from 131 distinct glossaries.
The initial results have been promising enough that we will continue the effort to aggregate more glossaries and improve the data import toolset along with the analysis and visualization. We believe that this effort will provide educators with tools to improve students understanding of the communications issues in teams, especially those consisting of members from diverse disciplines.
Appendix A lists the terms most likely to be misunderstood based upon the number of associated meanings. Try the experiment with your students. Search for a common term from the list in http://www.computer.org/sevocab see if simply showing them multiple definitions for terms they think they know doesn't help them understand why miscommunication is so common.
We solicit help from the community to locate and obtain access to relevant glossaries. We will be making the normalized XML format available soon. 
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